INTRODUCTION TO CONSED
OVERVIEW: Consed is a program that can be used to visually assemble and analyze
sequence data. This introduction will take you through the basics of opening and
operating within Consed, as well as provide examples of three common actions that may
be taken during the finishing process. This is meant to be a short introduction to a way
that a finisher might approach a new project. This introduction requires a basic
knowledge of Unix commands, basic computer skills, and the knowledge of process used
to finish a project to high quality from an unassembled set of reads. For terminology or
background information on Consed windows please refer to “A Guide to Consed.”
Further possible actions in Consed are detailed in “Using Consed Graphically.”
NOTE: Consed is easiest to use when operating a three-button mouse, however, the
standard mouse issued with Macintosh computers only has one-button. All of the
commands are possible using the one-button mouse.
Three-button mouse left click
= One-button mouse click
Three-button mouse center click = ‘alt option’ + One-button mouse click
Three-button mouse right click = ‘ z’ + One-button mouse click
1) OPENING A CONSED FILE:
a. Open Xterm: Xterm is a terminal emulator for the X Window System. Xterm
can be opened by clicking on an icon depicting an ‘X’ in a OSX task bar.

This will open a terminal with a ‘~/ >’ indicating a command line.
b. Change directory (cd) to the Consed file (.ace) location: Enter in a command
that will change directory to the location of the Consed file you will be using.
An example lies below. This will change the current directory to “edit_dir,”
which is a sub-directory of “workshop.” The “edit_dir” directory holds the
data to be used in this introduction. Type the following, then press Enter or
Return:
cd ~/workshop/edit_dir
Note that there is a space between “cd” and “~/workshop/edit_dir”
c. Run Consed: Start Consed by typing the appropriate command given below,
then press Enter or Return:
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consed &
Two windows will appear. One of these will have the list of .ace files and
will say ‘Click on an ace file and then click “Open”'. NOTE: If you are
dealing with more than one window in Consed and you are switching
windows, you click first to activate the window you are switching to, then
you can click on any buttons in the active window.

d. Open a Consed file: Double click on"workshop.fasta.screen.ace.1". The
.ace files (which contain the DNA sequence reads from one clone- here a
fosmid) are listed chronologically with the most recently saved file listed first.
After clicking, the first window goes away. You will now see a list containing
two contigs and a list of reads.
This is the 'Consed Main Window' (an example is shown on page 1 of “A
Guide to Consed”). Contigs are listed in the Consed Main Window under
Contig List from the smallest to the largest. Note that there are two contigs:
Contig2 and Contig3.
2) USING ASSEMBLY VIEW:
a. Open Assembly View: Click on the “Assembly View” button that can be
found in the Main Window of Consed.
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Assembly View compiles a graphical representation of the major contigs and
puts them in spatial relationship to one another using the initial
forward/reverse pairs. Assembly View does not show contigs shorter than a
set number of base pairs, and this number can be changed. Assembly View is
a valuable tool used to quickly scan for problems within your assembly. If a
small window appears describing a problem with sequence matches,
‘Dismiss’ the box and continue. This will not affect any actions we will do in
this exercise.
The gray bar represents a single contig. The white number within the pink
box indicates the contig number (which can be very useful when dealing with
projects that have more than one contig at any point in time). The tick marks
represent the number of base pairs. The dark green line is an indication of
high quality read depth at that particular location in the contig. The green and
purple triangular lines represent forward/reverse pairs that span the gap
between the two contigs; this will be addressed later in exercise 4.
b. Modifying Assembly View: Click on the “What to Show” button. A list of
options drops down which can add detail to Assembly View allowing the
finisher to examine sequence matches or more detail of forward/reverse pair
locations within the assembly.

Select the second option down from the top: “Fwd/Rev Pairs.” Another box
will open with viewing options. Change the following options:
“Show Inconsistent Forward/Reverse Pairs”: click to select “all”.
Click to select “Show each consistent fwd/rev pair within contigs.”
Also, click to select “Show legs on squares for consistent fwd/rev pairs.”
The buttons are “on” if the top of the diamond is shaded, and “off” if the
bottom of the diamond is shaded.
Click the “Apply” button, and then the “Dismiss” button. This will return
you to the modified Assembly View Window.
How does the Assembly View screen change? It should show blue and purple
Forward-Reverse pairs above the contigs.
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c. Navigating from Assembly View: Click while holding the ‘ z’ button
(right click with a three-button mouse) on the gray bar at a location of interest.
Select the first option: “Go to Aligned Reads Window.” This will open the
Aligned Reads Window of the contig at the location specified. The Aligned
Reads Window shows the alignment of all reads and the consensus sequence
for a contig. This is a very common navigation tool that finishers use to go to
areas in need of more work.
3) LOW QUALITY REGIONS:
a. Identify low quality regions: Low consensus quality means an area in which
the bases have a significant probability of being wrong. The navigator saves
you from having to look through large amounts of high quality data trying to
find problem areas. Quality is a numerical measure of confidence made by
the finishing programs. A high quality value corresponds to a high confidence
in base-calling, while a low quality value corresponds to a low confidence.
Numerical measures of quality are reported based on a logarithmic scale. A
base-call is determined to be of ‘high quality’ by the Washington University
Genome Institute (GI) if the quality value is equal or above 30 (often referred
to as Phred 30, after the base-calling program Phred). This value can be
observed in the bottom Aligned Reads Window when a base is selected by
clicking with the mouse. The default visualizing parameters in Consed dim
the bases in the Aligned Reads Window to indicate general quality levels. A
bright white background represents a high quality base-call, fading to a black
background representing low quality bases. Consed also capitalizes bases of
high quality, and represents low quality bases in lower case.

To observe how ‘quality’ appears in Consed, open the Aligned Reads Window
for Contig2 (according to instructions in 2c.) or by double clicking on the
contig in the Consed Main Window) and scroll to the far left end of the contig.
You will notice that the first 45 bps are dimmed, indicating low quality, and
that the sequence then becomes highlighted in white, indicating high quality.
Open the trace for the read in this area by holding ‘alt option’ key and
clicking (center click) on a base from a read (not in the consensus strand); this
will call up the Trace Window. Compare how the traces of low quality bases
compare to those of high quality bases.
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b. Editing a low quality region: Sometimes it is possible to resolve a low quality
discrepancy or region by observing the traces for the reads. Scroll the Aligned
Reads Window to bp 1689 in Contig2, or enter 1689 into the ‘Pos’ (position)
box and click. Open the traces for all reads at this position by holding the ‘
z’ button and clicking (right click) on template ml1B-a630e11.b1 at bp 1689.
This will call up a list of options, click on an option near the bottom of the list:
Display traces for all reads.’ This will open a trace window containing the
traces for all of the reads at this position. Note that there are bases (visualized
as red) in template ml1B-a630e11.b1 that are discrepant with the consensus
sequence. Is it possible that a sequencing error (dye blob) caused these
discrepancies? (yes!) Therefore, it is reasonable to edit this base. Highlight
the base by clicking either in the aligned reads window or the trace window
and then overwrite the base-call with your own by simply typing the base (A,
C, G, or T) that you wish it now to be. This will change the base to that which
you have typed and will tag the base as “edited.” When you are finished,
click the “Dismiss” button to close the window.

c. Navigate low quality areas: In the Aligned Reads Window, pull down the
Navigate menu and release on the second option from the top: 'Low
consensus quality (<=25 or 98)'.
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You will see a list of locations. Move the 'Low consensus quality' window
down so you can see the Aligned Reads window.

Repeatedly click on 'Next' until you reach the end of the list. There are 2
'Next' buttons--one on the Aligned Reads Window and one on the Low
Consensus Quality Window. You can click on either, but it is probably more
convenient to use the 'Next' button on the Aligned Reads Window. Thus you
can keep the Aligned Reads Window in front with input focus and keep the
Low Consensus Quality Window pushed out of the way. In our experience,
this will be the most important Navigate list you will use. In fact, a major
part of finishing consists of calling reads and reassembling (“re-phrapping”)
with additional data.
d. Call primers (oligos) to resolve the low quality region: Most low quality
regions will need to be resolved by adding additional sequence data. Note that
the low quality areas tend to occur near the beginning and the end of this
contig. Normally, the high quality sequences would continue in both
directions, but as we have extracted a portion of sequence for this exercise, the
ends do not consist of high quality sequence. To resolve these areas, we will
design new primers to be used by the GI to add data to this area, hopefully
resulting in higher quality sequence. Navigate to the low quality area in
Contig2 at (187-195 bps), the second hit on the list, either by double clicking
on the line containing the match, or by single clicking and hitting the “Go”
button. Right click (or hold the ‘ z’ button and click) on a base in the
consensus to the right of the low quality area. Since you have chosen a primer
to the right (3’ end) of the area you wish to sequence, we want to choose a
bottom strand primer to read sequence to the left of your selected position.
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This choice (bottom or top strand) depends upon the position of your selected
base in relation to the area you wish to sequence; however this choice can be
affected by the specific sequences in each situation. (For this reaction you
would likely want to avoid sequencing through the repetitious area to the left
of the low quality region.) A list of options will open; click on sixth option:
“Pick (Bottom Strand) Primer from Clone (BAC, cosmid) template.”
A new window will open, listing possible primers. Note that you will want to
choose a primer at least 70 bps from the low quality region, as the first few
bases in a typical sequencing reaction tend to be error prone. Click on the
primer you choose, highlighting the primer. Then click on the Accept Primer
box. Later we will go into more detail on picking the best primer for each
reaction, but think about the criteria we should consider when picking
primers.

A window will open asking you to “Enter Comment.” Normally you would
enter a primer name here, for example “primer 1” and click “ok.” The
Window will close and return you to the Aligned Reads Window. Note that
the primer has been tagged with colored highlight on the consensus sequence.
(The 3’ end is red.) If you move your mouse over (don’t click) the tagged
region, and look at the bottom of the Aligned Reads Window, information will
appear identifying the tag as an oligo tag, and showing your comment
information (“primer 1”). To finish this contig, we will examine all the low
quality areas and pick primers for additional sequencing reads by the GI.
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4) CLOSING A GAP:
a. Identify a gap: The easiest way to get a broad view of the finishing project is
to open Assembly View from the Main Window. When two or more contigs
exist in an assembly, reactions can be called to close the gap. Additional data
can be added to the assembly by designing a primer (“oligo”) to be used in a
new sequencing reaction. The goal of this reaction is to provide enough new
data off the end of both sides of the gap to allow the assembly program
“phrap” to combine the old and new data into a single contig. Primers can be
designed to run off of a spanning subclone as a template for the reaction. A
triangular purple line in Assembly View indicates a spanning subclone. The
forward reaction must start at the end of one contig and the corresponding
reverse reaction starts at the beginning of the other contig. By calling a read
using the fosmid clone as the template, it is likely that a read will be able to
close the gap. Notice that between our two contigs there are multiple
subclones that are spanning the gap.
b. Call an oligo: Hold the ‘ z’ button and click (right click) on the right end
of Contig2. Then click to “Go to Aligned Reads Window.” Return to
Assembly View by clicking on the window, and hold the ‘ z’ button and
click (right click) on the left end of Contig3 and click “Go to Aligned Reads
Window.” Now the Aligned Reads Windows for both contigs should be
open. (You may ‘Dismiss’ the Assembly View Window if that eases
viewing.) Scroll right on Contig2 until the sequence is no longer high quality.
Hold the ‘ z’ button and click (right click) on one of the last high
consensus bases you see (~1900-2000 bp) and select the third option “Pick
(Top Strand) Primer from Clone (BAC, cosmid) template”.

A “Primer” Window will open, which includes the data for suggested primers
to call for the forward reaction. Double-click on a primer to navigate the
Aligned Reads Window to that position. Choose a primer by clicking on the
“Accept Primer” box.
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A window will open asking you to “Enter Comment.” Enter a primer name
here, for example “primer 2” and click “ok.” The Window will close and
return you to the Aligned Reads Window. Note that the primer has been
tagged as before, but with a the primer name you have indicated.
c. Call the reverse oligo: Click on the open Aligned Reads Window for Contig3.
Scroll to the far left end of the contig and highlight one of the first high
quality bases you see in the consensus (~160-200 bp) by clicking. Hold the
‘ z’ button and click (right click) on this base and select the fourth option
down from the top: “Pick (Bottom Strand) Primer from Clone (BAC,
cosmid) template.” Another Primer Window will appear; choose a primer
and label it (for example: “primer 3”).
If you were calling these reactions, you would order the primers you chose
and request a sequencing reaction on the chosen template (usually the fosmid
template). If you are running a PCR reaction to amplify from available
template, you will want to ensure that your oligos are being called for the
same template, that they are a proper distance from the gap, and that the two
primers have the same melt temperature. However, we will stop at this point.

5) MAKING A JOIN:
a. Search for String: Return briefly to Assembly View, note again that many
subclones span the gap between the two contigs. This suggests that the gap is
not large, and that the contigs may be joined without calling for any new
reactions by performing a Join. When trying to join two contigs together, a
finisher tries to find overlapping end regions. This is done by using a Search
for String' (left side of the Aligned Reads Window).
Open the Aligned Reads Window for Contig2. Scroll to the far right end of
the contig (the end that Assembly View suggests may join with the left end of
Contig3). Stop scrolling when you reach the end of high quality bases on the
right side of the contig (~1950-2000 bp).
Click on the “Search for String” button and type in a sequence (a string)
from the right end of Contig2. Alternatively, you can easily copy the
consensus sequence you want by clicking and then dragging the mouse over
the bases you wish to copy (this will highlight the bases). (Your query should
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be about 20 bases.) Now click on “Query string:” then center-mouse click
(hold the “alt option” key and click) to paste the sequence into the “Query
string” box. You can use a sequence of your choice (~20 bases) or 19811999 bp: ccccatccctgaaatatat. Click “OK” in the Search for String box.
Note that there are options that can be changed that affect the search
parameters if desired. Check “A Guide to Consed” to familiarize yourself
with this window.

The 'Searching Contigs' box will open in a new window listing the results of
the search. Double click on the hit on Contig2 (or single click on it and click
on 'go'). Notice that the Aligned Reads Window scrolls to that position and
has the cursor on the found string. (It might be complemented, but in this case
it is not. Do the same in Contig3. Note that the end of Contig2 matches to
the beginning of Contig3. This suggests that a join could be made between
the ends of these contigs and that these ends are actually the same location,
but did not meet phrap’s assembly requirements for some reason.
b. Navigate to the area to be joined: In the Aligned Reads Window for Contig2,
click on 'Compare Cont' (a button above the consenus in the Aligned Reads
Window, on the same line as “Search for String”). Now double click on the
'Contig3' line in the Searching Contigs Window used above. The Aligned
Reads Window for Contig3 will move to the foreground and scroll to the
specified location. In that Aligned Reads Window, click on 'Compare Cont'.
c. Utilizing the “Compare Contigs Window”: Now the Compare Contigs
Window should be visible. In the Compare Contigs Window, try scrolling
back and forth. You can change the cursors (blinking red), but if you do,
return them to the locations 1981 and 189 bp for the next step. The cursors
'pin' these bases together when doing an alignment. (The algorithm is a
pinned and banded Smith-Waterman alignment.)
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d. Align: Click on ‘Align’. Try scrolling the alignment by dragging the scroll
bar in the lower half of the Compare Contigs Window. Symbols between the
two sequences indicate the quality of the match at each location. An 'X'
means there is a discrepancy between the two contigs. There is also a 'P' (see
if you can find it!) The P indicates the bases that you pinned together (the
bases you highlighted in red). You will also notice that some bases are lighter
and some are darker. This indicates quality, just as in the Aligned Reads
Window. In this case, discrepancies only occur on low quality bases This is
your cue that the discrepancy is just a base calling error rather than a genuine
difference between the two contigs.
e. Make the join: Click on either contig in the bottom alignment. You will
notice that both contigs will have the red blinking cursor in the same position.
Click on 'Scroll Both Aligned Reads Windows' and look at the Aligned
Reads Windows to see that they scroll to the corresponding positions. You
can pull up traces for the contigs and scroll by holding the “alt option” key
and clicking (center clicking) on a non-consensus base in the Aligned Reads
Window. Try experimenting with this. Then click 'Join Contigs'. The two
previous Aligned Reads Windows will disappear and will be replaced by a
new window that has a new contig entitled: 'Contig4'. You have made a join!
f. Examine the join made: Scroll left and right. You will notice that many of the
reads are highlighted. These are the reads that came from the previous "right"
contig.
6) Concluding and closing:
a. Examine Assembly View: Note that you now have an assembly comprised of
one large contig, one of the goals of a finisher!
b. Save your file: From the Main Window, click on the “File” menu and select
the first option: “Save Assembly.” Another window will open. Consed
automatically suggests numbering the .ace file sequentially after the last saved
file, but you can name the file whatever you wish. Enter the file name into the
box below “Save assembly to file.” and click “OK.”
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c. Quit Consed: Click on the “Quit Consed” button in the top right hand corner
of the Main Window. If it asks you some questions, answer 'Quit Without
Saving and Discard .wrk File'. Consed keeps a log of all changes you make
to an assembly: adding new reads, putting reads into their own contigs,
making joins and tears, adding and removing tags, and changing bases. This
log is kept in a file ending with ".wrk". However, because you just saved a
new .ace file, you can discard the .wrk file without losing any data.
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